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INTRO

EERL

Who are we?

• Ethanol Europe Renewables Limited is a family and management
owned company founded in 2010

• Pannonia is our flagship investment
• We are committed to all of the bioeconomy, not just to one
technology

• We invest in about 12 technologies at present, supporting
bioeconomy entrepreneurs in manufacturing bioproducts

• We have done all of this without receiving a single grant
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COMMERCIAL
FACTS

Pannonia
Pannonia alone represents
€200MM in investments

Pannonia Ethanol is Europe’s leading biorefinery

•

located in Dunafoldvar, Hungary

•

Europe’s newest, maybe largest and probably most efficient ethanol plant, the result of
steady improvements and expansions

•

Half of production is for energy markets and half for animal feed

•

•

450 million liters annually of ethanol

•

350,000 tons of GMO-free, antibiotic free animal feed

•

10,000 tons of corn oil

One new product being launched every year

•

This year’s is:
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SOCIAL AND
ENVIRONMENTAL
FACTS

Pannonia

Pannonia Ethanol is the largest bioeconomy project in Europe to be completed under the
World Bank’s Social and Environmental Performance Standards

•

supports more than 2000 jobs

•

ethanol produced now has 67% GHG savings, up from 49%
at inception, and likely to reach 90% savings by the end of
the decade

Carbon Abatement Cost:
negative €2/ton
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PANNONIA

Biogas

There are 20 biogas plants in Europe for every liquid biofuel plant

•

•
•

Pannonia produces (and uses) 100,000 cbm of biogas every year, and
always has, although we do not talk about it (or about our electricity
production)

Pannonia currently uses 1% of Hungary’s natural gas
Pannonia is considering building Europe’s largest biogas plant to use the
biogas feedstock that we planned to use for cellulosic ethanol

•
•

Biogas plants are cheap and scalable
Since Pannonia can use this biogas in its own production process in lieu
of existing natural gas, the regulatory downside is limited. On the other
hand the upside is there if regulations change to provide demand and a
premium for transport uses
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ETHANOL
EUROPE

Finance

The Biggest Non-Issue in the Bioeconomy

• Pannonia was the only truly non-recourse greenfield biofuel project
financing in the first half of this decade in the entire Northern
Hemisphere

• EERL has arranged many other loans, including in recent years

highly leveraged and structured loans from commercial banks. All
with perfect debt service.

• EERL can’t get banks to treat equity risk as debt risk, nor do we try
• It is easier to finance bioeconomy projects than other projects,
much easier, at least in the European Union
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Actual Impact

EERL’S
ACTIVITIES

Investments

EERL’s Pace of Investments is Increasing

•

Our investments have been repeatedly frustrated by incredibly bad EU policies birthed
in Brussels. These have led to the cancellation in 2012 of large investments in
Hungary, Croatia and Serbia to replicate Pannonia, financial losses of over €10m for
EERL and the loss of >5000 jobs overnight for these countries.

•

Projects in our bioeconomy pipeline other than Nano Oil and a yet-to-be-unveiled plant
already built at a cost of millions of Euros, include:

•

Through Pelagonia, pioneering an immense cellulosic ethanol project in Macedonia

•

bioplastics for a global FMCG player

•

prebiotics production (at scale to make us the largest producer in the world)

•

world’s first economically sensible carbon capture and use technology
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Sustainable Biomass Context

GBEP

CONCERNS

EERL is at the center of Eastern Europe’s largest supply chain

•

Pannonia is (to be slightly unfair to Germany’s Verbio) probably the only buyer of
>1,000,000,000 kilos per annum of sustainable biomass in Eastern Europe

•

we created and maintain this system; when we launched our investment it simply did
not exist

•

farmers receive approximately €100,000,000 per year directly paid from Pannonia to
their bank accounts for their sustainable biomass (and sustainable traders receive the
rest)

•

Pannonia now holds an annual investment event for 1000 farmers called Agro
Innovation Day to facilitate sustainable intensification, and Pannonia talks to farmers
every day (and for 10 of our employees, that’s essentially their job description)

•

for the past four years, Pannonia and Pelagonia have been growing energy crops in
Hungary and Macedonia (again paying farmers directly)
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Sustainable Biomass Conclusions

GBEP

CONCERNS

EERL is at the center of Eastern Europe’s largest supply chain

• The potential for sustainable intensification of biomass in Europe is

breathtaking. Worries about lack of biomass are largely founded in a
Western European urban mindset that fails to comprehend the
reality of rural decline

• FAO understands this issue and is the sole and unique exception
among European policy makers

• Energy crops are in general more sustainable, more investment and

climate friendly than residues (which the science now recognizes),
but Western European think tanks and universities have developed
a cult of residues. Ethanol Europe will not invest in a residue-based
project because we do not understand how it could be sustainable
or bankable
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Liquid Biofuels Context

CONCERNS

Investment is Dead

•

•
•

The 2009 Renewable Energy Directive was and is a massive failure. The EU killed biofuels in Europe
as an investment class prior to 2010; Pannonia is the sole large (>100 million liter) project created by
that directive
The only people interested in liquid biofuel investments today are folks who want to sell technology or
who (like EERL in 2010) don’t understand the actual regulatory risks
The investment consequences of these policies can be seen from EERL’s experience. The result of our
ambition to invest in three advanced biofuel technologies and a low-ILUC biodiesel product are:

•
•

Pelagonia is suspended
a cellulosic investment was stopped 1/3 through actual implementation, so that Pannonia today
produces (tiny amounts of) cellulosic ethanol but doesn’t bother to sell it as such

•

the one continuing project has been diverted to biomaterials that can be exported out of the EU

•

the biodiesel product goes to animal feed instead
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Thank you for your
attention
Eric Sievers
esievers@eerl.com
+36 30 283 8136
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